Executive Senate Inventory – Part III

Council/Program: Representative:

Using your responses from Parts I & II:

1. Briefly list the activities that your organization sponsors, funds and/or programs. Please refer to your answers to Part I – Question 2 & Part II of this Inventory.

2. In one sentence make a general statement about what activities your organization sponsors, funds and/or programs. Please refer to your list above and answers to Part I – Question 2 & Part II of this Inventory. (For an example, the statement could be something like: “The AICC sponsors guest lectures and master classes, funds travel expenses to conferences related to disciplines within the Arts and plans an annual Arts Week on campus.”)

3. In one sentence explain why it is important to engage in these activities. Please refer to your answers to Part I – Question 4 & Part II of this Inventory.

4. In one sentence explain who these activities are designed to benefit. Please refer to your answers to Part I – Question 3 & Part II of this Inventory.

5. In one sentence explain what the desired/expected outcomes are from your engagement in these activities.